
One of the telehandlers can be feeding 
our 1350 milking cows as well as the 
youngstock, while the other is carrying 
out the other duties on the farm such as 
bedding cubicles or cleaning out loose 
housings - the jobs get split between the 
two SCORPIONS to try and even the 
hours out. These machines do around 
3000 hours a year so they’re certainly 
well able for the job.

There's nothing we don't like
about the CLAAS SCORPION, we've
had 8 of them since March 2012 when
we bought our first 7030 and haven't we bought our first 7030 and haven't 
looked back. We were originally running 
one CLAAS telehandler alongside 
another brand, but ended up swapping it 
in for another CLAAS machine and have 
ran 2 SCORPIONS together ever since. 

The CLAAS SCORPION
‘Handling’ the job well



The SCORPION was the first machine we 
ever bought from HAMBLYS and the 
backup has been second to none. If the 
telehandler has to go into the workshop, 
they get us a backup machine to replace 
it when needed. We haven’t had anything 
go seriously wrong, but whenever 
something needs fixing HAMBLYS are 
here in no time. We have the 6000 hour 
extended warranty & service contract with 
each machine, and appreciate the fact we 
have a fixed running cost to work with.

We’re currently running a 736 & 1033 - we 
prefer working with the 1033 purely 
because of the 10m reach rather than the 
7m reach. It makes the machine a lot more 
versatile for work around the farm. The 
telehandlers are able to get in where we 
need them to get in, they’re here to do a 
job and they get it done as and when we 
need it. All the staff get on with them as 
they’re very user friendly.

- Harry Bradley,
Bradley Farm
Partnership

Everything breaks down, but it’s
always reassuring to know we have 
HAMBLYS support.
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